
CereMetrix Corp. Introduces Enhancements to
its Advanced Medical Imaging and Analytics
Platform

CereMetrix 2.0 leverages the platform’s quantitative SPECT
imaging and reporting capabilities to accommodate a broader
range of modality agnostic clinical and research applications.

NEWS RELEASE BY CEREHEALTH

CereMetrix Corp., a wholly owned subsidiary of data analytics technology company

CereHealth Corp., has released an enhanced version of its imaging platform,

CereMetrixAi™. Using its FDA-cleared QSPECT® analysis as a template, the platform can

now incorporate additional imaging, such as MRI, PET and CT, and non-imaging

analytical assessments through an expanding catalog of both in-house and third-party

medical image algorithms. Its improved integration capabilities for data collection and

reporting opens the door for broader use of non-imaging assessments like

neuropsychological evaluations and cognitive screens and expands the platform’s

clinical and research applications.

CereMetrixAi™ is a browser-based, cloud-enabled, HIPAA-compliant imaging platform

that features FDA-cleared QSPECT® analysis. The platform offers accessible, automated,

and objective imaging to radiologists and treating providers to detect, quantify and

analyze in significantly less time than other reading tools, and at significantly less

expense than traditional workstation-based software solutions. Now with its open

platform architecture, various sources of imaging and non-imaging data can be analyzed

in a templated, customizable report that is available to clinicians and their patients

anytime, anywhere through a browser.

The new release offers efficiency and user experience enhancements to radiologists

through inherent support for overreads, customizable templated language fields and a

new interface for annotations and image capture. It also allows other medical imaging

modalities such as MRI, PET and CT to take advantage of the three-dimensional

visualization capabilities that were previously offered solely with SPECT brain studies.

Third party imaging developers may now deliver their products to the market via
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CereMetrixAi’s browser-based platform, expanding the visualization options available

and providing doctors a more complete path toward accurate diagnoses.

“Our vision of bringing data driven medical imaging and analytics to healthcare

professionals worldwide takes a giant leap forward with the introduction of CereMetrix

2.0,” said Shane Quint, Chief Technology Officer of CereHealth Corp. “By integrating all

sources and types of patient data in a user-friendly platform we are enabling a more

complete picture of an individual’s health for more effective diagnosis and treatment. It is

the definition of Precision Medicine, and we are proud to be a leader in software solutions

that make sense for patients, providers and researchers at all levels.”

Personalized Medicine, matching a specific patient to a similar patient group, will be

realized when the entirety of factors affecting a person’s health are considered. Then

disease prevention and treatment can be tailored around their unique characteristics. By

seamlessly integrating digital health data of all types, CereHealth’s technologies enable

medical professionals (and researchers) to advise with precision and accuracy the best

diagnostic outcome leading to the right treatment for the right patient at the right time in

their lives.

About CereHealth

CereHealth is a data analytics technology company that provides Medical Analytics as a

Service (MAaaS), enabling doctors, research scientists and others serving the healthcare

community to quickly make more-informed decisions regarding patient-specific

treatments for a higher likelihood of success to improve outcomes and patients’ quality

of life.

CereHealth is a leader in multivariable analysis of quantitative biomarkers for central

nervous system (CNS) disorders with 2 patents on neuroimaging database systems and

methods (and 1 patent pending), and a proprietary growing database of more than one

million structured patient datapoints that include neuro imaging, cognitive assessments,

detailed clinical history, and blood biomarkers. Though our structured database focuses

on CNS disorders, our software is not limited to a disease, brain region, or any biomarker.

To learn more about CereHealth’s MAaaS solutions, including scheduling a live demonstration visit

us at ceremetrix.io .
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